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The current study investigated whether motivational dysfunction in Parkinson’s patients is related
to a deficit in preparing for motivated behavior. Based on previous studies, it was hypothesized
that PD patients would show reduced preparation for action specifically when faced with threat (of
loss) and that reduced action preparation would relate to self-report of apathy symptoms. The
study measured an electrocortical correlate of preparation for action (CNV amplitude) in PD
patients and healthy controls, as well as defensive and appetitive activation during emotional
perception (LPP amplitude). The sample included 18 non-demented PD patients (tested on
dopaminergic medications) and 15 healthy controls who responded as quickly as possible to cues
signaling threat of loss or reward, in which the speed of the response determined the outcome.
Results indicated that, whereas PD patients showed similar enhanced action preparation with the
addition of incentives to controls, PD patients showed generally reduced action preparation,
evidenced by reduced CNV amplitude overall. Results suggest that PD patients may have
behavioral issues due to globally impaired action preparation but that this deficit is not emotionspecific, and movement preparation may be aided by incentive in PD patients.
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1. Introduction
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a degenerative disease of the central nervous system, typically
recognized by cardinal motor symptoms of tremor, rigidity, bradykinesia, and postural
instability. In addition to motor symptoms, PD patients experience a number of cognitive
and emotional changes, including high rates of depression, anxiety, and apathy (Schneider et
al., 2008; Pedersen et al., 2009), even when compared to other disabled medical populations
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(Pluck and Brown, 2002). Although research has made significant strides in understanding
the pathophysiology underlying motor symptoms in PD (e.g. Delong, 1990), emotional and
motivational changes are less well understood and remain some of the most debilitating
symptoms of the disease (Weintraub et al., 2004; Visser et al., 2008). To better understand
the nature of motivational and emotional dysfunction in Parkinson’s disease, the current
study investigated physiological correlates of these constructs in the laboratory, from
preparation for motivated behavior to emotional perception.
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According to the defense cascade model of emotion (Lang et al., 1997), emotion can be
considered an action disposition, characterized by a physiological cascade where, as threat
becomes more imminent, physiological reactivity shifts from enhanced orienting to
preparation for action, in order to avoid a threat or capture a reward (Lang et al., 1997).
Theoretically, affective pathology could be related to deficits at any level of the response
cascade, from preparation for action or goal-directed behavior to oriented perceptual intake.
Löw et al. (2008) developed an experimental paradigm to simulate the defense cascade in
the laboratory, which measures physiological correlates of preparation for imminent action
and emotional perception (Löw et al., 2008). In the current study, this paradigm was adapted
for use in exploring motivational and emotional processes in Parkinson patients.
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A number of theorists have proposed that disordered motivation in PD or “apathy” (Marin,
1991) may be due to a deficit in preparing for and initiating goal-directed behavior (Levy
and Dubois, 2006). Apathy is defined as a primary deficit in motivation associated with
reduced goal-directed behaviors (Marin, 1991) and is highly prevalent in frontal-subcortical
diseases such as Parkinson’s. In addition, data suggest that apathy may be related to
Parkinson’s disease pathology itself, as Zahodne et al. (2012) found that apathy follows a
similar trajectory as motor symptom progression in Parkinson’s. Stuss and Alexander (2000)
suggested that apathy results from a variety of deficits in the central nervous system,
including affective (flattening of emotional responsiveness), behavioral (reduced initiation
of spontaneous behavior), and executive dysfunction (difficulty planning/executing),
processes that are interrelated and frequent concomitants of Parkinson’s disease. The
hypothesis examined in the current study is that motivational dysfunction in PD is a deficit
primarily in preparation for motivated behavior.
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Previous studies have reported that PD patients show reduced potentiation of the startle
reflex compared to healthy control participants when viewing aversive pictures (Bowers et
al., 2006; Miller et al., 2009; Zahodne, 2011), and at least one of these studies also found
that attenuated startle reflex is positively related to apathy symptoms (Bowers et al.,
unpublished data). On the other hand, whereas Parkinson patients demonstrate normal
sympathetic arousal when viewing affective pictures, reduced exploration via voluntary eye
movements is found (Dietz et al., 2011), prompting the hypothesis that PD patients may be
impaired at the level of initiating motivated behavior, rather than showing deficits in
affective arousal when confronted with emotionally engaging cues. This hypothesis is
consistent with findings of reduced startle potentiation in PD, as the startle eye-blink is a
somato-motor reflex that reflects readiness for defensive behavior (Lang et al., 1997;
Carlsen et al., 2004).
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When electrocortical responses in PD patients are measured during affective picture
viewing, PD patients demonstrate reduced cortical response specifically to aversive (not
pleasant or neutral pictures; Dietz et al., 2013) as evidenced by reduction of the late positive
potential or “LPP”, a positive-going event-related potential that is maximal 400–700 ms
over centro-parietal sensors (e.g., Cuthbert et al., 1995; Schupp et al., 2000). Similar to the
startle reflex data, reduced LPP to unpleasant pictures is also associated with higher selfreported apathy in Parkinson patients. Findings of reduced cortical response and reduced
startle potentiation during unpleasant picture viewing in Parkinson patients suggest that the
defensive motivational system—the brain’s innate physiological response to threatening
stimuli (Bradley et al., 2001)—may be specifically impaired in Parkinson’s disease. Based
on these findings, we hypothesized that motivational dysfunction in PD would be evidenced
by diminished preparation for defensive behavior, and that the deficit is related to self-report
of apathy symptoms.
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On the other hand, some data support a hypothesis of generally reduced preparation for
action in PD that is not specific to defensive motivation. For example, several studies have
found that PD patients show a smaller contingent negative variation (CNV) prior to a simple
motor response than controls (Tsuda, 1982; Amabile et al., 1986; Oishi et al., 1995; Verleger
et al., 1999; Pulvermüller et al., 1996). The CNV is a slow event-related potential that is
largest in the anticipatory period just prior to a motor response (Simons et al., 1979). The
CNV is also modulated by affective arousal or the addition of an incentive tied to the
behavioral response (Simons et al., 1979; Chwilla and Brunia, 1991; Kotani et al., 2001,
2003; Masaki et al., 2006; Ohgami et al., 2004, 2006). Although PD patients, compared to
controls, have shown reduced CNV amplitude in a variety of simple motor tasks (e.g. go/nogo task, Pulvermüller et al., 1996), the question investigated here is whether the CNV will
be differentially modulated by incentive.
Thus, the current study measured electrocortical activity in PD patients and controls using a
task adapted from Löw et al. (2008) in which ERPs to salient cues are measured during
preparation for action. On each trial, specific cues are presented that signal the possibility of
either loss or reward which the participant can either avoid (loss) or gain (reward) based on
the speed of their response to an imperative stimulus, and the amplitude of the CNV leading
up to the motor response is measured. It is hypothesized that Parkinson’s patients will show
blunted activation of the defense system, evidenced by smaller CNV in PD patients
compared to controls during threat (of loss) condition. An alternative hypothesis is that PD
patients will show reduced preparation for action across all conditions, regardless of
incentive, which would indicate that the deficit in preparation for action is broad and not
specific to motivated behavior.
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A secondary aim of the current study was to replicate findings of reduced LPP amplitude
during unpleasant picture viewing in PD patients (Dietz et al., 2013). To do so, unpleasant,
pleasant, or neutral pictures were presented on pseudorandomized trials, separate from
preparation for action trials, and the amplitude of the late positive potential was measured
and correlated with self-report of apathy symptoms. A deficit in defensive motivational
activation would be evidenced by reduced LPP amplitude during unpleasant picture viewing
compared to controls (based on Dietz et al., 2013) that varies with self-reported apathy.
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2. Material and methods
2.1. Participants
A total of 18 non-demented patients with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease (PD) and 15 healthy
age-matched controls participated in the study. The Parkinson patients were recruited
through the clinics of the University of Florida’s Center for Movement Disorders and
Neurorestoration (CMDNR); the control participants were spouses of patients or recruited
from the community.
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To be included in the Parkinson group, participants: a) had a clinical diagnosis of idiopathic
PD (Hughes et al., 1992) based on the presence of at least two of three cardinal motor signs
of PD (i.e., bradykinesia, resting tremor, rigidity) and a positive response to dopaminergic
therapy based on improved motor subscore of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating ScaleThird Edition (UPDRS-III; Fahn et al., 1987) and b) were on stable regimen of Parkinson
medication (6 months) prior to participating in this study. Patients were tested “on” their
dopaminergic medications in order to accurately reflect their day to day functional state,
especially given that emotion and motivation dysfunction persist in Parkinson’s patients
despite dopaminergic therapy (possibly due to the fact that motor and limbic functions have
different optimal dopaminergic dosages; Cools, 2006). Indices for gauging disease severity
were obtained as part of normal clinical care and included in correlational analyses only if
within six months of the testing session. Specific measures included the motor scale of the
UPDRS-III and staging from the Hoehn–Yahr scale.
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Specific exclusion criteria employed during recruitment for the Parkinson group included (a)
evidence of secondary or atypical parkinsonism, b) brain surgery including deep brain
stimulation, pallidotomy, thalamotomy, or fetal cell transplants, c) evidence of dopamine
dysregulation disorder; or d) dopamine-related dyskinesias that would affect EMG or ERP
recordings, e) neurologic disturbance (other than Parkinson disease for the PD group) or
chronic medical illness (i.e., HIV, metastatic cancer, etc.). Other exclusion criteria, assessed
at the time of the testing session, included: a) significant cognitive disturbance based on
MMSE <25; b) current or past history of major psychiatric disturbance based on the selfreport (e.g., schizophrenia, bipolar, anxiety disorders, major depressive disorder (anxiety
and depressive disorders were screened out only for patients whose disorders preexisted the
Parkinson diagnosis, as we intended to include patients with a range of affective symptoms
due to PD in the current study for the purposes of correlational analyses). Axis I disorders
were screened with a structured clinical interview. Participants who were taking antidepressant medications were included, since many of the PD patients seen at the UF Center
for Movement Disorders and Neurorestoration are prescribed anti-depressants even in the
absence of a diagnosis of major depressive disorder for sub-clinical depressive symptoms
and/or mood maintenance.
2.2. Screening evaluation (Parkinson patients and control group)
All participants were fully informed of the nature of the study and written informed consent
was obtained according to University of Florida and federal guidelines. All participants
received neurocognitive, psychiatric, and mood screening to rule out dementia and other
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significant psychopathology, mood disturbance, or other factors (i.e., medical history) that
would interfere with their participation in this study. This screening evaluation occurred on
the same day as the acquisition of physiological data and included the MMSE and structured
Axis I disorders interview. Additional baseline measures of mood, anxiety, and motivation
were collected including the Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II) (Beck et al., 1996;
considered a valid and reliable measure of depression in PD with an optimal cut-off of 14,
Visser et al., 2006), the Apathy Scale (Starkstein et al., 1992; recommended for use in PD,
see Leentjens et al., 2008), the State/Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI; Spielberger et al.,
1999), the Snaith–Hamilton Pleasure Scale (SHAPS; Snaith et al., 1995; suggested for use in
PD, Leentjens et al., 2008), Temporal Experience of Pleasure Scale (TEPS, Gard et al.,
2006) and the Behavioral Inhibition and Behavioral Activation Scales (BIS/BAS; Carver
and White, 1994). The TEPS provides indices of anticipatory and consummatory anhedonia
(lower scores indicate greater anhedonia), whereas the BIS/BAS provides scales of one’s
tendency towards approach/avoidance behavior (BIS/BAS) (higher scores indicate higher
aversion to punishment and higher pleasure seeking, respectively). These exploratory
measures have not been specifically validated in a PD population; however the TEPS is
strongly correlated with the SHAPS (Gard et al., 2006) which has been suggested for use in
PD.
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2.3. Participant characteristics
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Table 1 lists demographic characteristics of PD patients and healthy controls, as well as
scores on mood and emotion measures. The groups did not differ in age or education. PD
patients scored significantly higher on the depression, apathy, and anxiety inventories.
Additionally, over half of the PD patients had scores that fell in the clinical range for
clinically significant apathy in Parkinson’s disease, using the recommended cut-off of 14
(Starkstein et al., 1992). On the other hand, only three PD patients fell at or above the
recommended cut-off of 14 on the BDI-II for depression. Parkinson patients and controls did
not differ on the experimental questionnaires related to anhedonia and behavioral activation/
inhibition questionnaires (TEPS, SHPS, BIS/BAS).
2.4. Experimental procedure
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Experimental testing took place at the UF Center for the Study of Emotion and Attention
(CSEA) at the University of Florida. On the testing day, written informed consent was
obtained from participants. Patients were tested while “on” their anti-parkinsonian
medication. Patients were evaluated with the MMSE and structured clinical interview and
then completed psychological measures and the psychophysiology paradigm, all of which
took place over the course of one testing session. Participants were debriefed and paid at the
conclusion of the experimental session.
2.5. Stimuli
Fig. 1 (top) illustrates the three different conditions for preparation for action trials. On these
trials, one of three visual cues was presented for three seconds that consisted of: 1) a picture
of a fistful of money, which signaled the possibility of obtaining a reward (money), 2) a
fistful of burning money, which signaled the possibility of losing money, and 3) an empty
palm, which signaled no outcome. On each trial, one of these three cues was presented for 3
Int J Psychophysiol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2016 March 11.
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s and signaled the upcoming presentation of an imperative (reaction time) stimulus, to which
the participant was instructed to respond by making a button press as quickly as possible. A
cue showing a fistful of money indicated that a fast response would earn money (between $.
05–$1.50); a fistful of burning money indicated that a fast response would avoid a loss; an
empty palm indicated that no money could be gained or lost. Reward and loss amounts were
varied on each trial in order to enhance participant engagement in the experimental task, as
feedback uncertainty (lack of predictability) yields enhanced cortical correlates of
engagement (Catena et al., 2012). A 1000 Hz auditory tone was presented concurrent with
the preparatory cue to accentuate the announcement of the preparatory period (Wynn et al.,
2010). Following the 3-second preparatory interval, the auditory signal ended and the screen
changed to red, signaling that the participant should press a button on a hand-held response
pad as quickly as possible. Each trial was followed by an intertrial interval that averaged
three seconds (2–5 s).
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For perception trials, the picture stimuli were selected from the International Affective
Picture System (Lang et al., 2008) and consisted of 36 unpleasant, 36 neutral, and 36
pleasant pictures. During picture viewing, each picture was presented for three seconds,
followed by a variable 2–5 second ITI.
Fig. 1 (bottom) illustrates the experimental sequence. In total, the task consisted of 108
preparation for action trials, including 36 reward trials, 36 neutral trials, and 36 loss trials,
pseudorandomized with 108 picture viewing trials, consisting of 36 pleasant pictures, 36
neutral pictures, and 36 unpleasant pictures, for a total of 216 trials.
2.6. Baseline reaction time testing
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To determine the reaction time used to determine the speed of “successful” trials, a baseline
procedure measured the individual’s reaction times for 20 neutral (no-win/no-loss)
preparatory trials prior to beginning the experimental sequence. Based on these 20 trials, the
criterion RT for subsequent win/loss trials was set at the individual’s 90th percentile,
meaning that a participant’s reaction time had to be in the top 10% of fastest baseline
responses to gain a reward or escape loss.
2.7. Data recording
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Electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded at 250 Hz with an EGI 129 sensor net. A vertex
reference was used and the signal was filtered on-line (0.01–48 Hz). The data were filtered
offline at 20 Hz, corrected for artifacts (Junghöfer et al., 2000) and re-referenced to the
average reference. Eye movements were corrected using BioSig, an open source software
library for biomedical signal processing (Schlogl et al., 2007). Bad channels were later
interpolated using spherical splines, a method of data interpolation that uses the signal
obtained from sensors located within close spatial distances to estimate data from a missing
sensor.
On average, across all participants, 16% of trials were rejected due to artifact, with a
maximum of 38% of trials rejected for a single participant. Each ERP waveform was
averaged for a minimum of 20 trials. There was no difference in the number of rejected trials
between groups (Mean patient group = 30, SD = 18, i.e. 14% of 216 trials, Mean control
Int J Psychophysiol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2016 March 11.
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group = 40, SD = 22, i.e. 19% of 216 trials; t = 1.52; p = .14). A 200 ms baseline correction
was applied to all ERP waveforms, and ERPs during the preparatory cue were extracted
from −200 to 3000 ms post cue onset and the CNV was calculated as the average voltage in
the last second of the cue presentation (i.e., 2000–3000 s after cue onset). Reaction time for
each of the response trials was recorded. ERPs during picture viewing were extracted from
−200 to 1000 ms post picture onset and the LPP was calculated from the average voltage
from 500 to 1000 ms after picture onset.
2.8. Data analysis
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Based on visual inspection (see Fig. 2A), the CNV was measured over sensors in a centroparietal cluster.2 Group differences in preparation for motivated behavior were tested in a 2
(Group: Parkinson vs. Controls) × 3 (Motivational Context: reward, threat, neutral) repeated
measures MANOVA using SPSS statistical software (IBM, version 22, Armonk, New
York). For all analyses, MANOVA (Wilks lambda) statistics are reported when sphericity
was violated (see O’Brien and Kaiser, 1985); univariate ANOVA statistics are reported
when sphericity assumptions were not violated.
Based on visual inspection of the topographies (see Fig. 3A), the LPP was measured over a
group of central-posterior sensors3 where the topographies for both groups showed the
greatest overlap in terms of maximal LPP amplitude. The LPP amplitude was scored as the
average amplitude from 500 to 1000 ms after picture and submitted to a 2 (Group: Parkinson
vs. Control) × 3 (Hedonic Content: pleasant, neutral, unpleasant) between-within ANOVA.
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For reaction time, a log10 transformation was applied to correct for skewness and the data
was analyzed in a 2 (Group: Parkinson vs. Controls) × 3 (Motivational Context: reward,
threat, neutral) between-within MANOVA.
To examine the relationship between self-reported symptoms of emotion and motivational
dysfunction, differences were computed for each dependent measure (CNV, RT, LPP) in
motivated (CNV, RT: reward, threat; LPP: pleasant, unpleasant) and non-motivated (neutral)
contexts. In some cases, follow-up linear and quadratic regression analyses were conducted
to further analyze significant relationships. Regression analyses were scrutinized for outliers
in terms of standardized residuals.

3. Results
3.1. Preparation for action: contingent negative variation (CNV)
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Table 2 presents means and standard deviations for CNV amplitudes in PD and control
groups. Fig. 2A illustrates scalp topographies for the time window occurring one second
prior to the imperative response stimulus for Parkinson patients (top) and for control
participants (bottom) during preparation for action (threat of loss, neutral, and reward). A
significant main effect of incentive motivation was found for CNV amplitude and Fig. 2B

2Sensors included in CNV analysis: 7,13,30,31,36,37,52,53,54,55,60,61,62,67,72,77,78, 79,80,85,86,87,92,105,106,129.
3Sensors included in LPP analysis: 5,6,7,12,13,20,29,30,31,35,37,41,42,47,51,52,53,
54,55,59,60,61,62,66,67,71,72,76,77,78,79,80,84,85,86,87,91,92,93,96,97,98,103,104, 105,106,110,111,112,118,129.
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illustrates the significant effect of motivational context, F(2,30) = 5.79, p < .01,
, for
both Parkinson’s and control participants. Both groups showed a larger CNV when
preparing to respond to signals of potential reward or loss, compared to neutral cues, t’s(30)
= 3.25 and 2.99, p < .05. The predicted Group by Motivational Context interaction was not
significant, however F(2,30) = .18, p = .85,
. Rather, both PD patients and control
participants showed a significant effect of incentive on the CNV amplitude.
As illustrated in Fig. 2C, a main effect of Group indicated that PD patients showed an
overall smaller CNV in the last second prior to the imperative response window, compared
to control participants, regardless of the motivational context (loss, reward, neutral),
suggesting a general reduction in action preparation in Parkinson’s patients, F(1,31) = 8.29,
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p < .01,
. On the other hand, PD patients and controls did not differ in amplitude in
earlier CNV time windows (1000–2000 ms), F(1,31 = .53, p = .47), suggesting the late CNV
difference is not simply an inter-individual group difference.
There was no relationship between CNV modulation and apathy in the PD patient group, N
= 17, r = .05, p = .84 for threat-related CNV modulation, or motor symptom severity, N = 9,
r = .28, p = .47, or disease duration, N = 18, r = −.09, p = .73.
3.2. Reaction time
Table 2 presents reaction time data and success rate. Motivational context (reward, threat)
did not significantly affect reaction time, F(2, 62) = 2.1, p = .13,
, possibly due to the
simplicity of the motor task (simple button press), and the interaction of Group and
Incentive Motivation was not significant. A one-tailed test indicated only that PD patients
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tended to be somewhat slower overall, t(31) = 3.41, one-tailed p = .04,
, with a lower
probability of success (56% success rate for PD patients, compared to 75% success rate for
controls vs. Mann–Whitney U(31) = 2.31, p < .05). This difference in success rate occurred
in spite of reaction time cut-offs that were based on each individuals’ own baseline reaction
times.
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There were no significant relationships between reaction time speed during threat of loss
trials and self-report of apathy or indices of disease severity in patients. On the other hand,
within the PD group, there was a significant relationship between reaction time speed during
reward trials and disease duration. As illustrated in Fig. 2D, as disease duration increased,
the facilitation in RT for reward, compared to neutral, preparation trials decreased. Although
the linear relationship between disease duration and RT modulation for reward trials was
significant, r = .70, p < .001, the quadratic trend explained significant variance above and
beyond the linear trend, r = .80, r2 = .64, adjusted r2 = .59, Δr p < .01. Fig. 2D illustrates that
the facilitative effect of reward incentive on reaction time diminished, reaching an
asymptote of zero (no difference in RT’s to reward vs. neutral), as disease duration
increased.
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Table 2 lists means and standard deviations for LPP amplitude during picture viewing; Fig.
3B illustrates ERPs for patients and controls. There was a main effect of Hedonic Content,
F(2,62) = 19.29, p < .01,
, such that the LPP was larger when participants viewed
unpleasant, t(32) = 4.56, p < .001, or pleasant, t(32) = 5.77, p < .001, compared to neutral,
pictures. The main effect was qualified by a significant Group × Hedonic Content
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interaction, F(2,62) = 4.77, p < .05,
. Although PD patients showed larger LPP
amplitude when viewing unpleasant, t(17) = 3.34 p < .01, and pleasant, t(17) = 6.12 p < .
001, compared to neutral, pictures, the LPP was significantly larger when PD patients
viewed pleasant, compared to unpleasant, pictures, t(17) = 3.21, p < .05. Healthy controls
showed no difference in LPP amplitude when viewing unpleasant and pleasant pictures,
t(14) = .50, p = .35, and only showed reliable LPP modulation during unpleasant relative to
neutral picture viewing, t(14) = 3.10, p < .04. The difference between LPP amplitude during
pleasant and neutral picture viewing was not statistically significant in the healthy control
group, t(14) = 2.03, p = .15.
The predicted relationship between LPP modulation during unpleasant picture viewing and
apathy within the patient group was not significant, N = 17, r = −.30, p = .12, and there was
no significant relationship with either motor symptom severity, N = 9, r = −.43, p = .25, or
disease duration, N = 17, r = .16, p = .54, nor were there relationships between LPP
amplitude during pleasant picture viewing and self-report or disease-related variables.

4. Discussion
Author Manuscript

This study investigated the hypothesis that PD patients show blunted preparation specifically
for defensive actions. This hypothesis was not supported. Rather, PD patients demonstrated
a significant effect of incentive motivation on CNV amplitude, in which CNV amplitude
was enhanced during both threat of loss and reward trials, relative to a neutral context,
which was similar to that found for control participants. The main difference between PD
patients and controls was overall reduced CNV amplitude during preparation for action—
regardless of incentive.
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These findings suggest that, although impaired motor processes may play a role in the lack
of spontaneous, goal-directed behavior in Parkinson’s disease, this does not necessarily
reflect reduced arousal or emotional responsiveness. Because PD patients demonstrated an
effect of incentive on preparation for action similar to controls, the augmenting effect of
incentive or arousal on movement preparation could perhaps be leveraged in Parkinson’s
disease therapies for movement initiation. Relatedly, one study has reported that both
pleasant and unpleasant emotional states positively impact the initiation of forward gait in
Parkinson’s disease (Naugle et al., 2011).
PD patients did not differ from controls in earlier time windows of the CNV (e.g. 1–2 s after
cue onset), suggesting the difference in amplitude during preparation for action does not
reflect an overall between group difference in ERP amplitude that could reflect a number of
irrelevant variables (e.g. head size, hydration of sensors, thickness of skull/scalp, etc.).
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Instead, patients and controls only differed in CNV amplitude during the last second prior to
the button press response, when preparing to make a motor movement of any type. The
timing of this modulation is consistent with modulation of the “late” CNV component
(Simons et al., 1979), which is thought to specifically reflect motor response preparation
(Simons et al., 1979). The generally reduced amplitude of the late CNV component
(regardless of incentive) just prior to the motor response is consistent with other studies that
have found reduced movement-related potentials (MRPs) in Parkinson’s disease
(Cunnington et al., 1997; Deecke et al., 1977; Shibasaki et al., 1978; Simpson and
Khuraibet, 1987; Dick et al., 1989; Jahanshahi et al., 1995).
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Movement-related potentials are thought to reflect pre-motor activity in the supplementary
motor area (SMA) (Cunnington et al., 1997; Tanji, 1985; Alexander and Crutcher, 1990).
Consistent with this, PET studies have found that PD patients show reduced SMA activity
prior to a motor response (Playford et al., 1992). Thus, the reduced motor preparation
exhibited by PD patients in the current study may be due to diminished SMA activation
prior to the execution of a movement, which could potentially be augmented by the addition
of an incentive or increased arousal. Neurophysiologically, this might be accomplished via
the amplification of compromised basal ganglia signals to the frontal lobes by input from
limbic structures and/or brainstem connections (Takakusaki et al., 2004). Therapeutically,
use of incentive based behavioral therapies or stimulant pharmacologic treatment could be
used in PD patients to increase behavioral activation. For example, there is evidence that
methylphenidate improves motor (and possibly cognitive) function in Parkinson’s disease
(Auriel et al., 2009), and a case study showed that the use of methylphenidate also improved
symptoms of apathy in a patient with Parkinson’s disease (Fahn and Chatterjee, 2002).
Pramipexole has also been shown to improve depression and motivational symptoms in PD
(Leentjens et al., 2009).
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PD patients showed overall slower reaction times and were less successful on action trials
than control participants, even though patients were tested on medication and the reaction
time criteria were tailored to their own personal 90th percentile reaction time (thus taking
into account an individual’s baseline speed). It is possible that the lower overall success rate
in PD patients is related to motor timing difficulties in PD. Studies that use the
“synchronization-continuation paradigm”, in which patients tap their fingers at a certain
pace, either concurrently with the onset of a tone or independently without the aid of a cue
(e.g., Jones et al., 2011; Avanzino et al., 2013) find poorer accuracy for PD patients
specifically during the “continuation,” self-initiated portion of the timed tapping task, with
performance decreasing at longer tapping intervals (i.e. greater than 500 ms). PD patients in
the current study similarly may have had more difficulty consistently timing the motor
response (tapping the response button) following the relatively long three second
preparatory interval. A deficit in motor timing and reduced late CNV amplitude in the
current study together suggest reduced or aberrant action preparation in PD.
Additionally, there was a significant relationship between reaction time during reward trials
and disease duration, such that the facilitative effect of reward incentive on reaction time
diminished as disease duration increased. This is consistent with increasing damage to the
mesolimbic dopaminergic pathway as the disease progresses (Ito et al., 2002), which likely
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affects relevant reward circuitry that provides amplification to basal ganglia output, giving
rise to facilitated reaction time during reward trials (Takakusaki et al., 2004). As the disease
progresses over time, reward related behavior might be preferentially affected in Parkinson’s
disease.

Author Manuscript

With respect to emotional perception, the current study elaborated on findings of aberrant
LPP modulation in PD patients reported by Dietz et al. (2013). Results were consistent with
those reported by Dietz et al. (2013), such that PD patients showed disparate LPP
amplitudes during unpleasant compared to pleasant picture viewing. However, in the current
data set, PD patients were most different from controls in their LPP amplitudes during
pleasant picture viewing. Healthy controls did not show a reliable difference in LPP
amplitude during pleasant compared to neutral viewing, whereas PD patients showed the
largest LPP amplitudes during pleasant picture viewing, compared to all other picture
contents. These results suggest that differences in LPP modulation between Parkinson’s and
healthy controls may reflect exaggerated response to pleasant, as opposed to reduced
response to unpleasant pictures in the PD group.
4.1. Limitations

Author Manuscript

Because PD patients were less successful than controls in the reaction time task, differences
in CNV amplitude in the PD patients might be interpreted as overall decreased engagement
in the task, less effort, etc. An engagement deficit, however, would expect overall
attenuation of CNV amplitude, rather than specifically the amplitude of the late CNV
component, in the last second prior to the response window. Another point to consider is that
patients were tested “on” their dopaminergic and antidepressant medications, in which
motivational symptoms typically persist despite medical treatment. Nonetheless,
interpretations regarding specific dopaminergic influences on incentive-based motor
preparation in Parkinson’s patients are not conclusive when patients are medicated. Finally,
as always, correlation data should be interpreted with caution, given limited sample size.
4.2. Summary and conclusions

Author Manuscript

PD patients showed a general deficit in preparation for action using CNV amplitude prior to
response mobilization, but showed the same effect of incentive (both reward and threat of
loss) on CNV enhancement as did healthy controls. Taken together, the data suggest that
behavioral deficits in PD may be related to globally impaired preparation for action that is
not emotion-specific, and that movement preparation in PD may be aided by the addition of
an incentive or by pharmacologically-induced arousal. Future directions include the
development of incentive-based behavioral therapies (similar to token economy approaches
for behavior modification) or randomized controlled trials investigating stimulant
medications in the treatment of motivational disorders in Parkinson’s disease.
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Top: Illustration of threat of loss, reward, and neutral preparation for action trials. Bottom:
Schematic of experimental design. On a preparation for action trial, the warning cue was
presented for 3 s, followed by a red screen which indicated that the participant should press
the space bar as fast as possible. The participant then received feedback about whether
money was won, lost, or neither, based on whether the reaction time on that trial was faster
than an individual’s 90th percentile reaction time cut-off. Affective and neutral pictures
were pseudo-randomized with preparation for action trials. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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Fig. 2.
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A: Topographies showing average changes in voltage at the scalp for Parkinson patients
(top) and healthy controls (bottom) during the CNV time window, from 2000 to 3000 ms
after cue onset during preparation for action trials. B: Event-related potentials during the
presentation of reward, threat, and neutral incentive motivation cues, prior to the motor
response for a centroparietal sensor group. Grayed background indicates time window for
ERP analysis. Effect of incentive motivation on CNV amplitude was significant in both
Parkinson and Control groups. C: The contingent negative variation, measured at a centroparietal sensor group, during the last second prior to the motor response. Grayed background
indicates time window for ERP analysis. PD patients showed reduced late CNV amplitude
compared to controls. D: Relationship between disease duration and reduction in reaction
time during reward (compared to neutral) trials. Note that reaction times have been backtransformed from the log transformation applied to raw reaction time data for analyses, and
are thus presented in milliseconds.
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A: Topographies showing average changes in voltage for Parkinson patients (top) and
healthy controls (bottom) during unpleasant, neutral, and pleasant picture viewing in the
LPP time window, from defined as 500–1000 ms following picture onset, during. B: Eventrelated potentials during the presentation of pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral pictures, at
central-posterior sensor group. Grayed background indicates time window for ERP analysis.
PD patients showed enhanced LPP during pleasant compared to unpleasant picture viewing,
whereas controls do not.
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66 (7.99)

n = 18
n = 18
n = 18
n = 17
n = 16
n = 17
n = 17
n = 17
n = 17
n = 16
n = 17
n = 18

Age

Education

BDIa

Apathy scalea

STAI trait

TEPS anticipatory pleasure

TEPS consummatory pleasure

Snaith Hamilton pleasure scalea

BIS/BAS totala

UPDRS motor “on”b

UPDRS motor “off”b

Disease duration (years)/severity (HY stagec)
8.39 (4.57)

34 (10.39)

26 (9.55)

65.41 (8.08)

21.41 (4.05)

37.59 (5.62)

46.06 (7.15)

32.81 (8.38)

13.12 (6.07)

7.82 (4.85)

  2–17

16–55

11–41

46–77

15–30

29–48

35–59

20–40

 2–22

  0–17

12–25

51–82

Range

n = 15

n = 15

n = 15

n = 15

n = 15

n = 15

n = 15

n = 15

n = 15

–

–

–

68.00 (8.17)

20.47 (4.29)

36.47 (6.22)

47.33 (7.03)

27.60 (5.41)

8.47 (4.34)

2.60 (2.44)

17.00 (2.70)

70 (6.94)

0/15

11/6

Control (N = 15)

–

–

–

52–80

14–29

27–44

37–58

20–38

2–16

0–9

12–24

52–77

Range

–

–

–

30

30

30

30

25.82

30

31

31

31

df

–

–

–

.90

.64

.04

.51

2.07

2.46

3.77

.15

1.33

t

–

–

–

p < .05

p < .05

p < .01

p-Value
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Hoehn Yahr stages for patients were as follows (N = 15): Stage 1.5 (N = 1), Stage 2 (N = 10), Stage 2.5 (N = 1), Stage 3 (N = 1) and Stage 4 (N = 2). HY “on” stages were recorded within the last 1.5
years.

c

b
Of the UPDRS motor “on” scores, 9 patients had UPDRS motor scores obtained “on” medications within the last 6 months; these were the only patients included in regression analyses. Only 3 patients had
UPDRS motor testing “off” medications in the last six months; thus, this data was not used in analyses.

Scores ≥14 are considered clinically significant scores for Parkinson’s patients on the BDI-II and the Apathy Scale (Leentjens et al., 2000; Starkstein et al., 1992). On the SHAPS and TEPS, lower scores
indicate greater anhedonia (Snaith et al., 1995; Gard et al., 2006). On the BIS, higher scores indicate anticipatory anxiety and sensitivity to punishment, on the BAS, higher scores indicate higher pleasure
seeking tendency (Carver and White, 1994.)

a

8/10

Antidepressant (Y/N)

17.17(3.55)

14/4

Gender (M/F)

Parkinson (N = 18)

Demographic characteristics and self-report of emotional symptoms in Parkinson patients (N = 18) and controls (N = 15).
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Means and (standard deviations) for physiological and behavioral responses measured in Parkinson patients
and controls during emotional picture viewing and preparation for action.
Threat

Neutral

Reward

Control

  −3.17 (1.46)

  −2.51 (1.22)

  −3.30 (1.66)

Parkinson

  −1.83 (1.31)

  −1.25 (.99)

  −1.62 (1.30)

Control

194.98 (1.34)

204.17 (1.29)

194.98 (1.32)

Parkinson

269.15 (1.51)

302.00 (1.45)

281.84 (1.48)

Control

      .77 (.26)

      .72 (.25)

      .77 (.26)

Parkinson

      .58 (.28)

      .52 (.29)

      .57 (.28)

Unpleasant

Neutral

Pleasant

Control

    1.90 (1.23)

    1.22 (.91)

    1.62 (1.13)

Parkinson

    1.83 (1.05)

    1.16 (.94)

    2.27 (1.11)

CNV

Reaction time

Success rate of RT
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LPP
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